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(PPx1) The Way x29. Sunday 21 July_2019. 

The Only Way to Build: building our lives into the church, the Kingdom of God…a
spiritual Temple in which God lives in community with his people.

(PPx2) READ: Ezra 1: 1-6 and 3: 10-13; 1 Corinthians 3: 9-17.

The book of EZRA – is a fascinating account of the return of certain exiles from 
Persia (Babylon) with the specific intent of rebuilding the Temple in Jerusalem and 
establishing a visible centre for sacrificial worship in the very heart of a community of 
people. (It can be read alongside the books of Chronicles and also has strong 
connection with the book of Nehemiah who returned in a later wave of returnees to 
rebuild the walls and dwellings of Jerusalem.)

Dates? Ezra 7:8 says that Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in the seventh year of king 
Artaxerxes, while Nehemiah 2:1–9 has Nehemiah (building walls and dwellings) 
arriving in Artaxerxes' twentieth year. If this was Artaxerxes I (465–424 BC), then Ezra
arrived in 458 and Nehemiah in 445 BC. (Solomon’s Temple 10th century BC and 
Herod’s refurb and extension 20 BC)

Ezra tells the story of willing returnees from exile in Persia. They are sent back and 
enabled by the pagan Emperor King Cyrus. His heart we are told was prodded or 
moved by the Lord, the God of Israel to return to Jerusalem to rebuild the Temple. 
(Fulfillment of Jeremiah’s prophecy). Also (1:6) those whose hearts were moved 
returned to Israel/ Jerusalem (took 5 months, 1,000 miles same as Magi travelled) 
facilitated by the gifts of neighbours and by the wealth of Cyrus. He also returned all the 
objects plundered from the Temple and used in his pagan worship. 

Today I’d like to spend a little time focusing on this group who travelled back to 
Jerusalem to a job of some difficulty – we see them as they gather around the 
Temple site as the first stones of the FOUNDATION were RELAID. This is just the 
first layer – the first stones, the start, the very beginning of what was to be a vast and 
daunting work and also to face opposition from powerful people in the region who 
resented their return. 

READ Ezra 3: 10 – 13. 

The crowd that gathered was NOT ALL of Israel - some had remained in Persia – 
presumably the frail/ vulnerable but also the unwilling. Those whom had come had been
moved to come and were the willing volunteers – they wanted to see worship back in 
the heart/ centre of Israel – and as a visible expression in a building. Should make 
us think even though the true church is the people what does having a visible building 
shape say to the place/ community in which it is set? 

The foundation was of course re-laid first – and the Priests and Worshippers were there 
from the beginning – and not just the physical builders.  WORSHIP – the spiritual 
heart was there - right at the beginning there was a SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY and 
not just a physical material temple.
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BOTH old and young gathered – there was a heritage story to see and tell in the old 
stones – the former temple BUT there was in those PRESENT a new story being built. It
incorporated aspects of the old including stories of former glory but also the stores of 
defeat and destruction. It was there for the people of God to learn from (or not).

And the worship included:

The priests with trumpets and the Levites with cymbals,

They sang of God’s love – God’s eternal love!

There was singing and shouting.

There was weeping and wailing.

Shouts of joy for the new are mixed with weeping for the old and perhaps tears of joy for
the restoration and the relaying of the foundation of the Temple

The Scripture says that it was so noisy they could not distinguish the noises and the 
mixed emotions – it was so loud that it could be heard far and wide.  So, others around 
knew that something was going on and that the Temple worship was back and the 
people of the Lord, the God of heaven were back. 

(How strange to think that the heart of a pagan King Cyrus was touched by God to 
enable this? Pray for those in authority even today - 1 Timothy 2:2)

WHAT CAN WE LEARN from this account in Ezra? We have been asking: What 
SHAPE should the church take in 2019 to best tell and be the Good News to other 
people? How should we live together in community and present ourselves and our 
message to people in this community of place and the communities where we live, work
and study? We no longer live as our Victorian forebears who built this chapel lived. The 
world has changed. We live in the NOW. While we are grateful to our forebears – who 
worshipped and witnessed to their generation we need to tell and be the church now – 
not just go to the church.

We said that we are given a clue (150th Anniversary) as to how we should build on
the foundation stone of the chapel on the west right-hand corner and it came from 
our Bible from 1 Corinthians 3: 11 God has already placed Jesus Christ as the one 
and only foundation and no other foundation can be laid. When a building is put up 
the foundation says where the building is going to be and the shape that the building will
take. A building is immovable, but people aren’t! We can get up and GO and BE God’s 
people everyday of the week wherever we find ourselves or intentionally go to. 

Some have asked and still ask: Do we need physical chapels and cathedrals 
anymore as we are the Spiritual Temple? How many buildings do we need to 
accomplish our mission of making disciples for Jesus – telling and being Good News in 
the community? 
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Jesus and then his followers switched the emphasis away from the physical 
Temple to BUILDING OF A Spiritual Temple of LIVING STONES or people. The 
shape of the church is not just building shaped

Yes….we can be church builders. 

We need to have deep foundations in JESUS – our ROOT and FOUNDATION. As 
the church here (people together in community and prayer) genuinely ask God and then
listen to the “Word of the Spirt” Then we simply and faithfully follow – we will build on 
the Rock Jesus – Matt 7: 24, 25. There will be trouble and persecution that come 
because of the message but the church will have its roots and foundation deep enough 
into God to survive and even thrive when the going gets tough and perhaps we don’t 
have chapels and cathedrals. 

A certain number of buildings that are visible in a local community and clearly badge as 
places of Christian Worship – as well as community use can make a statement. 
The question always is what sort of statement do we want to make? 

I think we want to make a statement about both heritage and the now. 

We want to sing and shout that God’s love is eternal – it stands the test of time and as
a people we are still here after 150 years – through the easy and the difficult times, for 
every experience of live. The Bible has things to say about birth, life, suffering, death 
and eternity, justice, mercy, peace and so on. We follow Jesus and we are here to listen
as well as speak.

We will give a WELCOME to ALL – including SOFAs. We with you will seek to offer a 
spiritual home because humans are made in the image of God and restless until they 
find a home in God (Psalm 90: 1 and Augustine). Therefore, we rejoice like the people 
of Ezra’s day that we have just re-dedicated a refurbished Welcome Area to offer 
hospitality in its many forms.

We will also share for mutual benefit our spaces – so today we will re-dedicate the 
Centre floor (as we did in 2000) which has been repaired and resealed – we re-dedicate
it for both church and community use. Hundreds of people use it every week.

The shape the church must take NOW is to have a Worshipping praying people at 
the heart as they did in Ezra’s day. The shape we must take is Welcoming all who 
want to be with us – like Jesus it is a human and cruciform shape – sacrificial in what 
we offer God and the news we share. Also, we need to speak out courageously and 
prophetically on the key and divisive issues of our day – as Jesus did. (BU 5 Core 
Values for a Gospel People). You and I, “WE” – need to be church builders – holy 
temple people available to God. 
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